ABSTRACT

The decongestion strategy of Maseru Bridge was informed by a research exercise investigating different border post decongestion measures and border precinct typologies. Generic design parameters for border post decongestion strategies were compiled. Each measure and typology was evaluated against the generic design parameters. A short list of three decongestion strategies was determined. The capacity requirements of each was determined based on data surveys at the existing border crossing which determined the travel needs for light vehicles, public transport vehicles, freight vehicles and pedestrians. Design years and directional and seasonal peaks were taken into consideration when the patronage forecast was estimated. A spreadsheet based queueing model was developed to determine the number of entry lanes, number of parking bays and queueing capacity required for each decongestion strategy. The model took consideration of a large variety of design related constraints or parameters. The generic design parameters in conjunction with the capacity requirements as provided by the queueing model were taken into account in the conceptual design of the different border precincts.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Feasibility Study on Traffic Decongestion Strategies for Maseru Border Post was informed by a prior study that included a literature review and legal scan, the conceptual development of decongestion strategies and the development of quality and service criteria for the evaluation of the decongestion strategies. The prior study’s findings were also supplemented with data survey information. The prior study’s findings are reported on in the report “Botes, F, 2014. Feasibility Study on Traffic Decongestion Strategies for Maseru Bridge - Project Charter Report. Hatch Goba MPA”.

The evaluation of the proposed decongestion strategies took place during three different stages namely a benchmarking exercise, an economic analysis and a stakeholder impact assessment. This paper presents the process and methodology applied during the benchmarking exercise. During this stage, the outcomes and recommendations of the prior study’s literature review and legal scan, conceptual development of four decongestion strategies and identified quality and service criteria as well as the data survey information were applied with a view to refine and then benchmark each proposed strategy against international and local best practice.
2. DECONGESTION STRATEGY OPTIONS

2.1 Decongestion Measures

Case studies were reviewed and the following measures were identified to address the decongestion strategy at Maseru Bridge Border Post:

2.1.1 Measure 1: Expanding the Maseru Bridge Border Post
This option considers expanding the existing border post to accommodate a separation of certain processes or traffic streams. It allows for the redevelopment of the border post for better freight traffic processing enhancing light vehicle traffic, public transport vehicle traffic and pedestrian border processing.

2.1.2 Measure 2: Relocating Selected Functions
This option considers that some processing components present at the existing border post (for example freight processing) could be relocated from the existing border post to another site located some distance away from the actual border post. Once processed remotely, this traffic will proceed to the existing border post. The remaining processing components (for example person processing) would continue to be processed at the existing border post. Ultimately the total number of processed traffic would continue to route across the existing border post.

2.1.3 Measure 3: Separating Trip Types / Border Post Specialisation
Border post specialization involves separating different types of traffic, e.g. freight vehicles, light vehicles, public transport vehicles and pedestrians. Different types of traffic will be dedicated to different border posts.

2.1.4 Measure 4: Relocating the Maseru Bridge Border Post
This measure involves relocating the entire existing border post to a new site along the border. The aim would be to identify a new site with suitable space in order to be able to expand the border post to accommodate a separation of certain processes or traffic streams.

2.2 Border Precinct Typologies

Case studies were reviewed to identify the best practice border post precinct development typologies which could be applied to the border post measures identified above:

2.2.1 Precinct Typology A: Traditional Freight and Person Traffic Border Post
This refers to the traditional processing methodology where outgoing trips are processed in the first country at one facility and incoming trips are processed in the second country at another facility. This methodology requires trip makers to stop and queue twice. Literature has revealed that this layout is in fact able to effectively accommodate large volumes of traffic, if it is well designed, for example in the case of the Blue Water Bridge Plaza Border Post between United States (US) and Canada.

2.2.2 Precinct Typology B: Freight Traffic Only Border Post
This refers to the processing methodology where freight trips are processed separate from person trips. The freight processing facility can either be provided as a traditional all traffic border post, a one-stop border post, or a facility located some distance away from the actual border. Literature has revealed that this layout is highly effective in reducing delays, for example in the case of the freight processing facility at the Otay Mesa Border Post
between the United States and Mexico, with the nearby person processing facility at San Ysidro Border Post located approximately 10km away.

2.2.3 Precinct Typology C: One-Stop Border Post (OSBP) (Applicable to Freight and/or Persons)

This refers to the processing methodology where both outgoing trips and incoming trips are processed by both countries at the same facility. This requires trip makers to stop only once. The following typologies exist:

C1 Straddle facility: the joint processing facility for freight and persons in both directions straddles the actual physical border, for example the Nemba-Gasenyi border post between Rwanda and Burundi.

C2 One country facility: the joint processing facility for freight and persons in both directions is located in one country, for example the Malaba border post between Kenya and Uganda which is located in Kenya.

C3 Juxtaposed facility: A joint processing facility for freight and persons in one direction is located in the first country. Another joint processing facility for freight and persons in the other direction is located in the second country, for example the Chirundu border post between Zambia and Zimbabwe. Alternatively a joint processing facility for freight traffic in both directions is located in the first country and another joint processing facility for person traffic is located in the second country, for example the Lebombo-Ressano Garcia border post between South Africa and Mozambique.

Each proposed measure can in theory be implemented by applying any of the border precinct typologies. In total twelve different permutations of options therefore exist as shown in the table below. Five of these options were discarded when evaluating the proposed measure against each border precinct typology, and also against the practical considerations in the context of the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post. In the table, each of the remaining seven options are illustrated by providing a short description of how such an option would practically be implemented to decongest the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post.

- Option 2A is not practically possible since a traditional all traffic border post implies that all processing activities are taking place at the actual border post and no functions are relocated.
- Option 4A would not be considered given that an OSBP is widely regarded as the most effective border precinct design. It is therefore unlikely that the entire functionality of the border post would be redesigned at a different location in the form of a traditional all traffic border post since the current traditional border post is not coping with the current traffic demand.
- Option 1B was not practically considered in the context of the Maseru Bridge Border Post as the expansion of the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post measure was envisaged to encompass all trip types – freight and persons.
- Option 2C was discarded from the point of view that securing and controlling processed freight on the one country’s side is difficult enough, and adding the complexity of securing freight cleared by Lesotho some distance into South African territory is likely to be practically unachievable.
- Option 3C was discarded from a practical point of view as it would require the costly investment of creating entirely new OSBP facilities at at least two different locations.
- In terms of OSBP precinct typologies the straddle facility was found not applicable to Maseru Bridge Border Post where the border is defined by the Caledon River as the
agreements to acquire budgets from both countries for building an entire new very wide bridge an processing facilities straddling the river is likely to be complicated.

- The juxtaposed facility was also found not practically applicable to Maseru Bridge Border Post as such a strategy would double the governance and legal issues as the border post would be located in two countries instead of just one country.

### Table 1: Decongestion strategy options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPTIONS</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Precinct Typologies</td>
<td>Expanding the Maseru Bridge Border Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Traditional All Traffic Border Post</td>
<td>Upgraded facility at Maseru Bridge to offer best practice traditional processing of freight and persons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Freight Traffic Only Border Post</td>
<td>Freight processing to be accommodated at a nearby new site, e.g. near Ladybrand adjacent to the N8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. One Stop Border Post (OSBP)</td>
<td>Freight and persons to be accommodated at a new Maseru Bridge border facility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. GENERIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Benchmarking of the proposed decongestion strategy was required in order to ensure that any particular decongestion strategy or element thereof, conforms to local and international good practice standards in terms of the design parameters applied. Based on the literature review, the most appropriate good practice requirements in terms of concept design parameters were selected.

#### 3.1 Regional Connectivity Parameters

The following three North American case studies were reviewed with respect to regional connectivity:

- **US Gateway and Corridors Concept Study.**
- **Canadian National Policy Framework for Strategic Gateways and Trade Corridors.**
- **Mexico Multimodal Corridor Master Plan.**

The concept design parameters and requirements identified from these studies pertaining to regional connectivity and the improvement of freight corridors and gateways were as follows:

- Border post capacity should be improved by developing multimodal regional or strategic infrastructure.
• Border post operational efficiency should encourage trade.
• Legal and institutional arrangements should promote regional connectivity.
• Improved policy measures such as trade promotion and economic growth should accompany infrastructure and operational improvements. This should include:
  o Integrating the existing freight corridors with other identified freight corridors in the national freight strategy.
  o Improving the reliability of the border post to generate additional demand on the strategic transport network. As a benchmark, the Mamumo Border Post between Namibia and Botswana experienced an immediate increase of 35% - 50% in tonnage processed as a result of improvements implemented.
  o A strategic development plan along approach corridors to respond to this increased demand is required.

Following the completion of this study and the implementation of its recommendations, it could be concluded that all of the criteria pertaining to regional connectivity are adhered to within the mandate of the Department of Transport including improved border post capacity and improved operational efficiency in terms of traffic operations. However, it is recommended that some criteria outside the mandate of the Department of Transport, still needs to be addressed by the relevant authorities, for example improved operational efficiency in terms of border processing by various authorities, improved legal and institutional arrangements, and improved policy measures.

3.2 Congestion Alleviation Strategy Parameters

The primary concept design parameters and requirements pertaining to congestion alleviation strategies were as follows:

• Freight and passenger traffic should be separated.
• Processing and inspection activities should be separated.
• Facilities should be purpose built and staff should be trained for the particular function of a particular facility.
• The long term growth of the border post as a result of economic growth as well as due to improvements implemented should be taken into account. As a benchmark, the Mamumo Border Post between Namibia and Botswana experienced a 9.8% growth per year in vehicle processing between 2005 and 2007 as a result of improvements implemented at the border post.
• Seasonal and directional peak flows should be taken into account.
• The use of existing facilities and road networks should be maximised.
• Road based and rail based freight processing should not be completely separated.
• Established services (logistics, public transport, freight operators) should not be disrupted but accommodated on existing corridors.

The seven options short listed were developed further and evaluated against the criteria set out above. Note that Maseru Bridge Border Post currently has a railway line crossing at the existing border post and offers rail based freight processing services as well as road based freight processing services. The following four options were discarded as a result of this exercise:

• Option 1A: Long term growth as well as seasonal and directional peak flows cannot be adequately accommodated due to space limitations.
• Option 3A: The use of existing facilities would not be maximised, road and rail based freight services would be separated and established services would be disrupted.
• Option 3B: The use of existing facilities would not be maximised, road and rail based freight services would be separated and established services would be disrupted.
• Option 4C: The use of existing facilities would not be maximised, road and rail based freight services would be separated and established services would be disrupted.

3.3 Border Precinct Development Parameters

The following case studies were reviewed with specific reference to border precinct development:

• Blue Water Bridge Plaza Border Post between United States and Canada (Traditional all traffic border post).
• Otay Mesa (freight) and San Ysidro Border (light vehicle) Border Posts between United States and Mexico (Freight traffic only border post).
• Nemba-Gasenyi Border Post between Rwanda and Burundi (OSBP Straddle Facility).
• Malaba Border Post between Kenya and Uganda (OSBP One-Country Facility).
• Cinkase Border Post between Togo and Burkina Faso (OSBP One-Country Facility)
• Chirundu Border Post between Zambia and Zimbabwe (OSBP Juxtaposed Facility).
• Lebombo-Ressano Garcia Border Post between South Africa and Mozambique (OSBP Juxtaposed Facility).
• Mamumo Border Post between Namibia and Botswana (OSBP Juxtaposed Facility).

The concept design parameters and requirements identified from these studies pertaining to border precinct development were grouped and discussed under facilities and circulation or functioning of border post operations:

3.3.1 Facilities

The following facilities should be provided in the border post precinct:

• Adequate vehicle lane capacity.
• Adequate queuing and stacking capacity across bridges and on both approaches.
• Clear and appropriate road signage and process signage.
• Separate processing areas for public transport vehicles, light vehicles, freight vehicles and pedestrians.
• Primary inspection areas (drive-through toll booths and/or docks) for public transport vehicles, light vehicles and freight vehicles
• Secondary inspection areas (drive-through toll booths and/or docks) for public transport vehicles, light vehicles and freight vehicles
• Parking areas for light vehicles, freight vehicles and public transport vehicles.
• Pedestrian pathways.
• Violator processing areas.
• Fast track bypass lanes for pre-cleared vehicles.
• Office space.
• Space for security measures are provided.
• Hygiene (ablution) facilities.
• Social and telecommunication facilities.
• Loading zones for cargo.
• Commercial space for logistics companies, freight operators and public transport operators.

3.3.2 Circulation or Functioning of Border Post Operations
The following criteria or guidelines were obtained regarding the circulation and functioning at the investigated border posts:

- Border management should be integrated and coordinated between various government departments and other agencies.
- All government agencies should be mandated to inspect vehicles, persons and goods.
- Traffic flows should be managed according to a specific processing sequence.
- Freight vehicles, light vehicles, public transport vehicles and pedestrian movements should be limited, reducing conflict and improving safety.
- Adequate circulation should be designed to allow vehicles that cannot be processed to return to their country of origin.
- Processing of light vehicles, freight vehicles, or commercial trips and private trips should be separated.
- Primary inspection of light / public transport vehicles, freight vehicles, or commercial trips and private trips should be separated.
- Secondary inspection of light / public transport vehicles, freight vehicles, or commercial trips and private trips should be separated.
- Parking for light vehicles, freight vehicles and public transport operators should be separated.
- Freight traffic should be segregated according to the type of goods transported, e.g. live animals, perishable food stuffs, etc.
- The violator processing area should be separated from the inspection areas.
- Border management should be integrated and coordinated between the two countries to reduce processing duplication time (One-Stop-Border-Post (OSBP)).
- The number of required stops for travellers should be limited (OSBP).
- The required facilities (e.g. parking, offices, inspection areas, scanners and weighbridges and information etc.) should be limited by sharing them between countries (OSBP).

The remaining three options short listed were developed further and evaluated against the criteria set out above. It was concluded that all required facilities can be provided for in the conceptual designs of the three options. The only exception is clear and appropriate road signage and processing signage which should be addressed as part of the detailed design stage of the chosen option to be implemented. It was further concluded that all circulation and functional design elements within the Department of Transport’s mandate can be provided for in the conceptual designs of the three options. It was recommended that the following areas (which do not fall within the Department of Transport’s control) be addressed by the relevant authorities:

- Integration and coordination of border management between various government departments and other agencies.
- Mandates of government agencies to inspect vehicles, persons and goods.
- Integration and coordination of border management between the two countries to reduce processing duplication time.

4. INFRASTRUCTURE CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Design Options

The benchmarking exercise concluded that three of the options adhered to international best practice from a practical point of view and could therefore be evaluated further. In summary, the three options evaluated were:
4.1.1 Option 1C: Expanding the Maseru Bridge Border Post / OSBP (One-country)
This option considers that the existing border post on the South African side would be expanded to accommodate a separation of freight processes from person processes. Both outgoing trips and incoming trips would be processed in one location at the border. In this case, a one country facility is proposed on the South African side due to space limitations on the Lesotho side. The joint processing facility for freight and persons and both directions would be located at the location of the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post.

4.1.2 Option 2B: Relocating Selected Functions / Freight-only border post
This option considers that freight processing components present on the South African side would be relocated from the existing border post to another site located some distance away from the actual border in South Africa to a purpose-built facility located near the intersection of the N8 and the R26 some 20km away. Processed freight would then be escorted in convoy to the Maseru Bridge Border Post where the total number of processed traffic (freight and persons) would merge and would continue to route across the existing border post on the South African side. A one-country OSBP for person processing is proposed at the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post location.

4.1.3 Option 4B: Relocating the Maseru Bridge Border Post / Freight-only border post
This measure involves relocating the freight processing functionality at the existing border post to a new site identified at Foso Bridge along the existing border between South Africa and Lesotho. The new site will provide suitable space to accommodate the freight processing facilities. Both outgoing and incoming freight trips would be processed at this location at Foso Bridge. Person traffic would continue to route across the existing border post on the South African side. A one-country OSBP for person processing is proposed at the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post location.

4.2 Approach

Judging by the three options under consideration, it became apparent that the conceptual design of an OSBP freight processing facility on the one hand and the conceptual design of an OSBP person processing facility on the other hand would address the requirements of all three options. These somewhat generic building blocks can be placed either at the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post location (Option 1C), or at the facility located near the intersection of the N8 and the R26 (Option 2B), or at the new site identified at Foso Bridge (Option 4B) to make up any of the three options discussed above.

The generic conceptual design elements of these OSBP facilities had been determined during the benchmarking process described above. A cost-benefit analyses comparing all three options from an economic perspective, rather than a design perspective, was now required. In order to inform the cost-benefit-analyses, high level costs had to be determined for each option. The high level costs could only be determined based on practical conceptual designs making provision for adequate infrastructure and capacity taking into consideration the actual demand expected to cross the border.

Traffic count surveys, travel time surveys and road side interview surveys at four border posts along the western border between South Africa and Lesotho (Ficksburg Bridge, Peka Bridge, Maseru Bridge and Van Rooyens Gate) were carried out and processed. From the interviews, information such as type of vehicle, number of occupants, journey purpose, journey frequency, waiting time at border post, preferred route, origin and destinations of trips were obtained. An appropriate growth rate was determined based on economic projections and applied to the demand numbers. The demand for freight
vehicles, public transport vehicles, light vehicles and pedestrians was estimated for a 20 year horizon.

4.3 Development of Queueing Model

In assessing border post operations, many operational variables present themselves that potentially will affect the approach to design of such facilities. From a transport infrastructure provision perspective, some of these variables are as follows:

- Traffic profile and composition
- Design horizons and associated projected traffic growth
- Service rates per user per configuration assumed for border control
- Different characteristics of operations per different user type
- Topographical constraints limiting infrastructure development
- Congestion levels and associated levels of service to users as a result of variations in the abovementioned parameters

Given the variety of variable, it is important to be able to undertake sensitivity assessments of the effect of each of the above variables and the impact of such on the infrastructure design process.

This is possible using traditional queueing models. However, given the extent of variables being tested, a spreadsheet model was developed that was able to easily test the effects of changes to parameters as a result of changes to each variable. This approach enabled a large variety of design related constraints to be tested from an operational perspective. The tool developed enabled a quick assessment to be undertaken of the impacts of, for instance, faster processing times at peak periods on infrastructure needs.

The tool furthermore allowed a quick assessment to be conducted of the implications of various operational decisions on the performance of the border control system. Given a set of peak flows through the border, the tool was able to assess the number of processing points on a One Stop Border Post (OSBP) approach to ensure a policy driven acceptable level of service was maintained throughout the border control process.

The tool also allowed for testing of variable servicing rates of users for different categories of vehicles using the border post. As such, private, public transport and freight vehicles could be considered separately as each of these categories will generally utilise separate facilities as a benchmark standard for facilities being developed worldwide at present.

In the case of both the Lebombo as well as Maseru Border posts, the spreadsheet toolkit was used to conduct a traffic analysis to specifically assess the implication of the new operational strategies on the design features to be designed into any new facility. The key features considered in any such traffic analysis should include:

- The expected processing rate at the entry gates to be provided at the facility
- The expected split in utilisation between red and green lane traffic (users targeted for further intervention versus uses allowed to filter further through the system unimpeded)
- The expected interception rate strategy to be adopted by the relevant border post operator
- The expected vehicle category split of approaching traffic broken into 3 primary categories as follows:
  - Private Transport
- Public Transport
- Freight / Commercial vehicles

The graph below indicates the number of entry lanes required. Since it is the first processing gate the red utilisation assumed is 100% which will yield 26 lanes required to process the input peak traffic flow.

The tool was able to highlight the effect on the facility design of considering extreme peak operating conditions endemic to border posts related to specific periods of the year and in particular Easter and Christmas peak flows that place extreme pressure at most large border posts throughout the country. This enabled strategic as well as operational decisions to be considered to mitigate against the effect of such peaks through the possible introduction of remote processing facilities designed to ease operational pressure at the border posts themselves. The graph below illustrates the parking requirements required for various red lane percentage utilisation.

Furthermore, the assessment of acceptable peaking characteristics based on daily flow profiles was possible using the data generated by the analytical tool. Decisions such as the implications of designing for situations where the facility operated below v/c’s <1 80% of the time and the implications of such decisions on physical design parameters were possible.
With the functionality of the spreadsheet model developed, the project team was able to ensure that the facilities provided were responsive to practical, operational and policy constraints considerations at all times. Furthermore, the tool was able to be used as an instrument by border post operators to test the effects of operational strategies to assist in determining the cost effectiveness of such strategies.

4.4 Application of Queueing Model

The model was developed to determine the number of entry lanes required at the OSBP and the number of parking bays required at the OSBP. The most important input variable into the model is the assumed service flow rate at the entrance to the OSBP. This assumption was not calibrated to observed service flow rates at other One Stop Border Post partly due to budget constraints and also due to the fact that no other One Stop Border Post of similar scale and functionality currently exists in South Africa. A series of sensitivity tests were performed to ensure a robust outcome of the model’s capacity recommendations.

The typical assumptions of the queueing model for light vehicles were as follows:

- Peak hour light vehicle flow of 781vph, with accompanying typical 40 hours of hourly arrivals
- 2 minute light vehicle processing time at the first control point
- 20% red lane assignment, with a processing time of 15 minutes for red lane inspection process

The benchmark one stop border post assumes that passport control processing takes place at the first controlled point of entry to the border post very similar to a toll plaza. The driver stops the vehicle in the entry lane at the first processing window and hands the occupant(s)’ passport(s) to the official. The driver then proceeds to a second window. The passports are then processed by the first country’s officials whom then pass the passports through a dividing window to the second country’s officials, whom then process it and hand it back to the driver. The vehicle is then allocated either a green lane ticket or red lane ticket and is requested to proceed to the correct colour lane.

The design was based on a forecast peak hour flow rate for year 2034. In 2034 a peak hour flow rate of 781 light vehicles per hour was estimated and using the queueing model it was calculated that, assuming a 2 minute processing time for light vehicles, 26 entry lanes are required for the queue to clear satisfactorily.

Sensitivity tests were undertaken to evaluate what would be required if the processing time increased or if traffic flows increased to peak season conditions, which is estimated to be 30% higher than the normal peak hour. The queueing model evaluated the accumulated effect of oversaturated conditions, given the 26 entry lanes and based on an hourly profile of arrivals and departures. The model then predicted lane utilisation and essentially predicted how long the queue will be in order to estimate the space required to accommodate the queue.

If a slower processing time of 3 minutes was assumed, the queue generated would be 325 vehicles of which 232 vehicles could be accommodated in the splay area, which means the queue would extend to 800m beyond the splay area.

If a 30% increase in peak hour flow rate was assumed, (to account for an Easter weekend for instance) the queue generated for the same 26 entry lanes and peak flow of 1015 light vehicles...
vehicles per hour will be 235 vehicles. This queueing will virtually all be accommodated within the approach splay of the border post. This can be seen in the histogram below.

It was therefore concluded that the number of entry lanes required for the generic one stop border post for light vehicles is 26 entry lanes per direction of flow.

It was assumed that 20% of light vehicles will be selected/allocated to the red lane. Using this assumption and assuming a red lane processing time of 15 minutes per light vehicle, a need to provide at least 40 parking bays for light vehicles was determined.

In the same way the required entry lanes was calculated for public transport passengers and pedestrians. In 2034, the peak direction flow rate is 370 passengers per hour. A processing time of 3 minutes was used to determine the number of immigration processing lanes required. By applying the queueing model, it was determined that the number of processing lanes for passengers/pedestrians would be 15.

The parking requirements of public transport vehicles was calculated for the 370 passengers per hour with the same mix of PT vehicles as was observed at the typical peak at the Maseru Border post. This number of vehicles, their offload/loading time was used to determine the number of stopping bays required. A turnaround loop is proposed to be located separately from the light traffic. This layout is shown in the typical concept layout in Figure 1.

The typical assumptions of the queueing model for freight vehicles were as follows:
- Peak hour heavy vehicle flow of 51vph, with accompanying typical 40 hours of hourly arrivals
- 2.5 minute heavy vehicle processing time at the first control point
- 60% red lane assignment, with a processing time of 45minutes for red lane inspection process

Similarly, the required entry lanes for freight vehicles were determined. In 2034, a peak hour flow rate of 51 freight vehicles per hour was estimated and it was calculated that, assuming a 2.5 minute processing time, 2.5 entry lanes would be required. A sensitivity test with respect to increasing the average processing time of 3.5 minutes was undertaken but the queue formed was found to be negligible. For the freight vehicles, it was therefore
assumed that 3 entry lanes are required to allow for more variation around the average processing time.

It was assumed that 60% of freight vehicles will be selected/allocated to the red lane. Using this and assuming at least a 45 minute average processing time per vehicle, it was calculated that 30 freight vehicle parking bays would be needed.

All the above results were utilized to provide the appropriate number of entry lanes, parking provision for red lane processing and separate public transport parking bays for each of the different vehicle type OSBP layouts.

5. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

5.1 Typical Design Elements

In Figure 1, a typical conceptual design template of the OSBP person processing facility, taking account of the capacity requirements for the specific demand at the specific location, is provided. In Figure 2 a typical conceptual design template of the OSBP freight processing facility, taking account of the capacity requirements for the specific demand at the specific location, is provided. The design templates can be considered generic in the sense that it does not take into consideration topographical, environmental, and geological or other physical aspects, specific to the location, into account.

Both designs only show the traffic movement in one direction. It is proposed that the mirror image of each will have to be provided in order to accommodate both directions.

The approach road to the westbound border post and the approach road to the eastbound border post would be shared. However, from a safety and security point of view, it is not recommended to combine the internal access roads for the two directions. It is, however, recommended to combine these for the two countries as that would be one of the benefits of the recommended OSBP.

From a safety and security point of view, it is not recommended to combine ancillary facilities such as staff parking, storage, ablution facilities, etc. for the two directions. Rather the idea is to share facilities between the two countries in one direction. It is, however, recommended to combine these for the two countries as that would be one of the benefits of the recommended OSBP.

When the two directions are combined it is required from a safety and security point of view to accommodate pedestrian flow in an under-cover tunnel-like walkway where no interaction between the two directions is possible. This tunnel will emerge at a public transport ranking facility at either end of the tunnel. This ranking facility has been designed to accommodate an effective turnaround circle for public transport vehicles.

The parking for the light vehicle red lane processing has been so arranged that vehicles can easily be called to be processed without waiting too long behind the vehicle in front of them. It was envisaged that 4 processing lanes would be available for police and custom inspection to also minimise the waiting time. Waiting vehicles would be called on a first come first served basis.

It was assumed that in terms of the freight vehicle red lane, processing around 60% of all freight vehicles would be targeted. The parking facility is intended to be utilised by both police and customs officials, so it was decided to be conservative in providing sufficient
parking space. Although the parking is linearly arranged, the customs processing facility would also have six lanes with inspection pits and catwalks for each lane. This will allow freight vehicles transporting certain types of goods to queue in a particular parking lane and be processed in that particular inspection lane. This will ensure that freight vehicle waiting time is minimised, in the event that freight vehicles are processed at substantially differing rates.

5.2 Practical Implementation

5.2.1 Option 1C: Expanding the Maseru Bridge Border Post / OSBP (One-country)
Due to the space constraints on the Lesotho side, it is envisaged that a full OSBP One Country Facility could be accommodated in the available space on the South African side. The sharing of facilities between two countries per direction would be appropriate considering the space limitations present at the current location of the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post.

In addition to the construction of an entire new OSBP facility a new section of the N8 needs to be constructed which will pass over the railway line via a bridge to a new roundabout from which will emanate a new road to/from the freight vehicle facility, a new road to/from the light vehicle facility and a new road serving the public transport vehicle facility. New holding areas for public transport will also have to be provided.

5.2.2 Option 2B: Relocating Selected Functions / Freight-only border post
It is proposed to locate the OSBP freight processing facility near the N8/R26 intersection some distance away from the current location of the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post. At the same time it is proposed to locate the OSBP person processing facility on the available space on the South African side at the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post.

Freight vehicles will be escorted in convoy to the border where only a final cursory check will be performed before they are allowed to proceed over the bridge into Lesotho. In addition to the construction of an entire new OSBP facility a bypass road for the accompanied (processed) freight vehicles would be required. Freight vehicles that would normally be destined for other border posts such as Ficksburg Bridge would be discouraged from using the OSBP freight processing facility near the N8/R26 intersection.

In addition a new section of the N8 needs to be constructed which will pass over the railway line via a bridge to a new roundabout from which will emanate a new road to/from the light vehicle facility and a new road serving the public transport vehicle facility. New holding areas for public transport will also have to be provided.

5.2.3 Option 4B: Relocating the Maseru Bridge Border Post / Freight-only border post
A location close to Foso (located approximately 6km from Maseru and 20km from the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post) was identified as an appropriate location to develop such an OSBP freight processing facility. Maseru Bridge Border Post would be closed for freight vehicles and all freight vehicles would be redirected to Foso. At the same time, it is proposed to locate the OSBP person processing facility on the available space on the South African side at the existing Maseru Bridge Border Post.

The construction of a new freight only road from Ladybrand to the new border facility at Foso would be required. This road would be 15.4 km long of which 6km would be completely new in mountainous terrain. A new bridge will have to be constructed over the border and the rehabilitation of 9km of road in Lesotho would also be required to accommodate the additional freight vehicle loading.
The current service times for border processing from one country entry to other country exit (based on actual surveys) and estimated new service times (including 20% red lane for light vehicles and 60% red lane for freight) are shown in the Table 2 below.

Table 2: Total Border Post Processing times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Current Maseru BP</th>
<th>Optimized Traditional BP</th>
<th>OSBP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passengers/Peds</td>
<td>33min</td>
<td>24min</td>
<td>10min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light vehicles</td>
<td>40min</td>
<td>25min</td>
<td>12min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freight vehicles</td>
<td>168min</td>
<td>89min</td>
<td>61min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These average processing times were used in the economic evaluation of the Concept Border Post option designs. This is the subject of another SATC paper.
All vehicles with GREEN TICKETS proceed to the GREEN LANE and then directly proceed to the EXIT GATE CONTROL.

• Adequate staff parking is provided which will be access controlled.

• Adequate ablution facilities are provided accessible to occupants of both the GREEN LANE and the RED LANE.

Vehicles with RED TICKETS proceed to the RED LANE and parking queue.

Police Inspection for Stolen Vehicles will take place in the parking queue.

If not cleared, the original RED TICKET remains and the vehicle is accompanied to the Impound area.

If cleared, a GREEN TICKET is issued and the vehicle proceeds to the parking queue at Customs’ Inspection Control area.

• 4 lanes provided to allow quicker processing.

• Equipment to inspect vehicles from the top and from the bottom located in Inspection Control area.

If not cleared, the original RED TICKET remains and the vehicle is accompanied to the Impound Secondary area.

If cleared, a GREEN TICKET is issued and the vehicle proceeds to the Exit Gate Control.

SARS / Internal Revenue: Inspection Control area

If not cleared, a RED TICKET is issued and the vehicle proceeds to SARS / Internal Revenue.

• Equipment to inspect vehicles from the top and from the bottom located in Inspection Control area.

If cleared, a GREEN TICKET is issued and the vehicle proceeds to SARS / Internal Revenue.

SARS / Internal Revenue receives payment of tolls and issues a SARS / Internal Revenue Receipt to the driver. The vehicle then proceeds to either the GREEN LANE or the RED LANE.

Public Transport passengers both entering and exiting the country will use this enclosed walkway.

At the proposed Offices all immigration, police and customs checks will take place.

If cleared, the passenger will be issued with a GREEN TICKET and may proceed to Drop-off and Loading area of the country of destination.

If not cleared the passenger will be escorted to the Police’s Impound area.

Light Vehicles One-Stop Border Post

Immigration, Police & Customs (for passengers only):

• Public transport passengers will be required to cross this road en route to the 2 Way Passenger Tunnel.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.

Minibus taxis will not be allowed to hold here.

Minibus taxis will only drop-off and load passengers here.

A road is provided which allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

This road also allows access for staff and a return road for vehicles having to return to their country of origin.
Figure 2: Freight Vehicle Processing Facility

**Immigration** checks all passports (except tourists in tourist buses).

- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued and the vehicle proceeds to the **RED LANE** and at **Police Inspection for Stolen Vehicles** parking area the vehicle will be escorted back to its country of origin (this includes tourists in tourist buses).
- If cleared the vehicle may proceed to **Police/Customs** checks.
- If not cleared by **Police / Customs** (60% spot checks assumed), a **RED TICKET** is issued and the vehicle may proceed to **SARS / Internal Revenue**. All tourist buses are issued with a **RED TICKET**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued and the vehicle proceeds to **SARS / Internal Revenue** from where they can either be escorted back to the country of origin or the **Roofed Loading / offloading Violation area**.

**Pre Exit Control**

- If not cleared by **Police / Customs**, **Violations** are expected. This area is provided where drivers / passengers can be processed for violations.
- Adequate space for fork-lifts to unload and to impound / confiscate goods is provided.
- Adequate storage area is provided for impounded / confiscated goods or stolen / illegal vehicles.

**Return Road For Vehicle Impound**

- This allows vehicles with **RED TICKETS** or without a **SARS / Internal Revenue Receipt** to return, either to the **Roofed Loading / offloading Violation area** or to the country of origin.
- It also allows access for emergency and service vehicles from the country of destination to the border precinct.

**Roofed Loading / offloading Violation**

- **Police & Customs**: Adequate space for fork-lifts to unload and to impound / confiscate goods is provided.
- Adequate storage area is provided for impounded / confiscated goods or stolen / illegal vehicles.

**Heavy Vehicles One-Stop Border Post**

- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** issued at the Offices or without a **SARS / Internal Revenue Receipt** proceed to the **Return Road For Vehicle Impound** from where they can either be escorted back to the country of origin or the **Roofed Loading / offloading Violation area**.
- **Other vehicles** with **RED TICKETS** issued by Customs at the **Roofed Inspection Area** are supposed to be accompanied directly to the **Roofed Loading / offloading Violation area**. However at the **Pre Exit Control** all vehicles with **RED TICKETS** or without a **SARS / Internal Revenue Receipt** can once again be checked and be redirected to **Return Road For Vehicle Impound** if required which leads to the **Roofed Loading / offloading Violation area**.
- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** and **SARS / Internal Revenue Receipts** proceed to **Final Exit Control**.

**SARS / Internal Revenue** receives payment of tolls and issues a **SARS / Internal Revenue Receipt** to driver. The vehicle then proceeds to either the **GREEN LANE** or the **RED LANE**.

**Adequate space for fork-lifts to unload and to impound / confiscate goods is provided.**

**Adequate storage area is provided for impounded / confiscated goods or stolen / illegal vehicles.**

**3 Lane Entry Processing**

- **Green Lane**
  - All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
  - However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
  - **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.

**Green Lane**

- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
- However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.

**Green Lane**

- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
- However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.

**Green Lane**

- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
- However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.

**Green Lane**

- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
- However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.

**Green Lane**

- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
- However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.

**Green Lane**

- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
- However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.

**Green Lane**

- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
- However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.

**Green Lane**

- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
- However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.

**Green Lane**

- All vehicles with **GREEN TICKETS** proceed to the **GREEN LANE** and then directly proceed to the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.
- However tourist buses (all with **RED TICKETS** at this point) also proceed to the **GREEN LANE**.
- **Tourist buses** with **RED TICKETS** are required to park at the Tourist Bus Parking for Manual Processing, or they will not be allowed to exit at the **PRE EXIT CONTROL**.

- **Immigration (for tourist buses only), Police & Customs**: Inspection of tourists in tourist buses can take place at the **Offices** and/or on the **Tourist Bus**.
- If not cleared, a **RED TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists, and the tourist bus proceeds to the **RED LANE**.
- If cleared, a **GREEN TICKET** is issued to specific or all tourists and the tourist bus proceeds to the **GREEN LANE**.
6. CONCLUSIONS

The generic design parameters provided should be utilized to assess the various decongestion strategies for border posts. These generic design parameters can then also be used as a checklist to inform the conceptual design of a particular decongestion strategy in terms of the border precinct development.

The required infrastructure at the border precinct in terms of the capacity of the number of entry lanes, queueing capacity and number of parking for freight vehicles, light vehicles and public transport vehicles needs to be determined by applying an appropriate queueing model and testing the sensitivity to various assumptions.

The One Stop Border Post Option 4C which has the new Freight OSBP facility at Foso and upgrades the Maseru Border Post to a one country OSBP for passengers and light vehicles seems to be the most transport economic option. The Maseru Bridge Border Post concept layout is shown in Figure 3.

Should these generic design parameters be followed, case studies have shown that significant improvements in processing time as a result of the decongestion of the border post could be expected as shown in Table 3 below.

Table 3: Total Border Post Processing times

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Current Maseru BP</th>
<th>Optimized Traditional BP</th>
<th>OSBP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passengers/Peds</td>
<td>33min</td>
<td>24min</td>
<td>10min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light vehicles</td>
<td>40min</td>
<td>25min</td>
<td>12min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freight vehicles</td>
<td>168min</td>
<td>89min</td>
<td>61min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3: Maseru Bride Border Post Concept Layout
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